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Abstract
Traditionally sequential medial soft tissue release is performed for balancing
varus knees in total knee arthroplasty. Its effects on kinematics have been
described in extension and 90° flexion in coronal plane but not through complete
range of flexion. This study describes its effects on knee kinematics, throughout
the range of motion of the knee, studied using a computer navigation system.
Twelve cadaveric knees were studied. Femoro-Tibial-Mechanical-Angle (FTMA)
was studied in extension, 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90° and maximum flexion.
Sequential medial release was performed in 7 steps, described by Luring et al. [1].
At each step FTMA was measured with and without varus and valgus stressing. A
10 Newton Meter (NM) moment was applied for varus and valgus stress.
Most of the initial release steps had little effect on FTMA without force application,
especially in the initial 60° of flexion. Application of varus force demonstrated
very small changes. Even the application of valgus force demonstrated little
change in initial arc of flexion until step 5 in the release was reached.

Our study concludes that the present sequence of medial release may not be
correct and should be investigated further to modify the sequence for sequential
medial release for balancing in varus knees.
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Introduction

Soft tissue balancing is an important aspect of total knee
replacement (TKR) surgery. Numerous soft tissue balancing
release sequences have been published in literature [1-6].
Matseuda et al. [5] had proposed a sequential release of medial
structures as opposed to Insall et al. [6] who proposed release
of all medial structures as one [5,6]. Traditionally sequential
medial soft tissue release is performed for balancing in varus
deformity to correct the alignment in TKR surgery. Its effects on
kinematics and knee alignment as measured by femoro-tibial
mechanical-angle (FTMA) have been described in extension
and 90° flexion in coronal plane [1]. However most studies
have missed what happens when the knee flexes from 0 to 90
degrees [1,4,5]. Traditionally it would be impossible to note little
changes produced by these releases during the TKR surgery using
conventional instruments. With advent of computer assisted
surgery it is now possible to objectively assess the effects of
releases of minor structures. The technology has now shown that
the alignment of the knee is not static and is dynamic in nature [7].
It changes during the flexion of the knee [8]. So a global release
of structures sequentially or together will have various effects on
alignment depending on the structure released and position of
flexion at the time. Studies have suggested that most traditional
releases are not required or should be tailored to the specific
knees depending on their kinematics [9]. This study was designed
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Kinematic;

to analyse sequential medial soft tissue release effects on knee
kinematics throughout flexion. As during TKR surgery it will not
be appropriate to do sequential release of all the structures for
purpose of study, it was designed to study the effects of these
in cadaveric knees. The aim was to look at deviation of FTMA in
coronal plane with traditional sequential medial release with and
without measured stress applied in varus and valgus direction at
each point of measurement through the range of flexion.

Material and Methods

This research was completed at the Laboratory of Human
Anatomy at the University of Glasgow, under the 2006 (Scotland)
Amendment to the Human Anatomy Act and therefore did not
require review by an Ethics Committee.

12 lower limbs from 7 fresh frozen cadavers were studied
which were supplied by the department of anatomy. Mean age was
88 yrs (range 84-93), four were females and three were males. The
average time since death was 9 months (range 8 to 10 months).
Nine of the knees had signs of arthritis affecting the tibio-femoral
and patello femoral articular cartilage, in one knee only the tibiofemoral joint was arthritic (i.e. the femoral trochlea was spared)
and the remaining two knees were normal. None of the knees had
advanced degree of osteoarthritis or varus deformity. There was
no restriction of motion in any of the knees. None of the cadaveric
specimens had previous surgery of the hip, knee or ankle. Three
legs had loosening of pins/pin cut out due to osteoporotic bones
and the study was abandoned in those cases leaving behind nine
lower limbs which were included in the study.
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The FTMA and stress kinematics were studied using a computer
navigation system (Orthopilot, BBraun Aesculap, Tuttlingen,
Germany). Rigid bodies with passive reflective ball markers
were fixed to femur and tibia (Figure 1). The knee was exposed
with medial parapatellar approach as in TKR surgery but with
no disturbance to the collateral ligaments or medial structures.
The anatomy of the knee was registered using an infra red waves
based passive tracker navigation system. Hip knee and ankle joint
centres were generated kinematically through movements of the
joints. Knee and ankle centres were validated by registration of
anatomical points in addition. The software then generated the
FTMA by connecting the centres of hip, knee and ankle (Figure
2). The FTMA measurements in both coronal and sagittal planes
were extracted from the recorded computer navigation files for
analysis. Data in the computer files were recorded to the nearest
0.5°. FTMA was studied in extension, 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90° and
maximum flexion. A hole was drilled in medio-lateral direction
in the tibia at 25 centimetre distance from joint line. And hooks
were attached to the tibia at this point medially and laterally for
application of varus and valgus stress (Figure 1). A digital loading
device was attached to the hook and used to apply a load of 4 Kg
to apply the moment 10 Newton Meters (NM) in varus and valgus
directions.
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Application of varus force demonstrated very small changes at
all points of flexion. This is clearly evident on the Figures 4.1 to
4.7, which show the various steps of releases with 10NM varus
stress applied.

Figure 2: Computer screen showing the FTMA in coronal and sagittal
plane.

Application of valgus force demonstrated little change in
initial arc of flexion until step 5 was reached. After the release of
the deep MCL, a significant change in coronal plane alignment on
giving a valgus stress was seen, at 60 degree of knee flexion. The
sequential change in FTMA building on the last step position was
also maximum after step 5 release at 60 degrees of flexion. This is
clearly evident on the Figures 5.1 to 5.7, which show the various
steps of releases with 10NM valgus stress applied.
Figure 1: Set up demonstrating the rigid body markers attached
to the tibia and femur and computer navigation system. Also
noted is the hooks inserted in the tibia for varus and valgus
stress application.

Sequential medial release was performed in 7 steps as
described by Luring et al. [1]. The sequential steps were Step 1:
2 cm release of antero medial tibial sleeve, Step 2: Postero-medial
release, Step 3: 4cm medial sleeve release, Step 4: 6cm medial
sleeve release, Step 5: Deep medial collateral ligament release,
Step 6: posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) release of medial half
only, Step 7: release of entire PCL.
At each step FTMA was measured with and without stressing
at each point of flexion. A 10 NM force was applied for varus and
valgus stress at each point in extension, 0°, 15°, 30°,45°,60°,90°
and maximum flexion and FTMA was recorded.

Results

Most of the initial release steps had very little effect on FTMA
without force application, especially in the initial 60° of flexion.
This is clearly evident on the Figures 3.1 to 3.7, which show the
various steps of releases with no stress applied.

Table 1 shows total change in FTMA from initial position
(mean) with 10 NM valgus force application at each step of release
through range of flexion

Discussion

Our study shows that the initial steps of the release make
little difference to the knee alignment in initial range of flexion
even with applied valgus stress force. Thus the present sequence
of medial release may not be correct and should be further
investigated to modify the sequence for soft tissue balancing in
TKR surgery for varus deformity.
Our study has certain limitations. The number of cadavers
included in the study is small. Though the cadavers were with
supple tissues which felt normal, the tension of soft tissues in
cadavers may differ from those in living and the same results
of release may not apply in the living human beings. Our study
points to the fact that the present sequence of medial soft tissue
releases may not be correct, but it does not give what the correct
sequence of medial soft tissues release should be. Our cadavers
did not have severe arthritic knees where the tissue balancing
may be needed. Also we released the soft tissues in intact knees
rather than replaced knees, so the observations made in this
study should be considered with caution as the two knees may
not behave the same way.
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Table 1: Mean total change in FTMA in degrees, with sequential medial release steps with 10NM valgus force applied at each point of flexion.
Limb Position

Step1

Step2

Step3

Step4

Step5

Step6

Step7

Hyperextension

-0.1

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.7

1.7

4.4

0° Flexion

-0.1

0.6

0.6

30° Flexion

0.6

1.2

1.5

0.9

1.3

15° Flexion

45° Flexion

60° Flexion

90° Flexion

Maximum Flexion

-0.3
0.8

0.1
1.3

0.4

0.6

2.5

3.5

6.6

0.6

1.4

3.8

5.3

8.8

1.3

1.6

2.3

6

10.5

12.2

1.6

1.6

2.3

4.5

12.2

22.4

3.1

Figure 3: Show the various steps of releases with no stress applied.
Figure 3.1: Step 1 (2cm release)- No Stress Applied.

X Axis denotes the flexion position from hyperextension position
through 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90° and maximum flexion positions.
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Figure 3.3: Step 3 (4cm release)-no stress applied.

Y Axis denotes the deviation in degrees in FTMA with blue lines
depicting total change in FTMA from start position and purple
denoting increment over the last step of release.

Figure 3.4: Step 4 (6cm Release)-no stress applied.

Figure 3.2: Step 2 Posteromedial release-no stress applied.

Traditional sequential medial release for balancing in total
knee replacement is based mainly on subjective experience of
surgeons. For soft tissue balancing until now surgeons have
mainly considered balancing at 0 and 90 degrees flexion with
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stress forces applied at these points especially when using the
gap resection techniques [1,4,5]. The middle part of the motion
has been mostly neglected due to unavailability of any practical
measurement devices. It is now known that the coronal plane
alignment can change throughout the arc of flexion [8,10].
Moreover coronal plane alignment seen or measured intraoperatively during TKR is not necessarily the same as the
deformity seen on standing long–leg radiograph either pre-or
post-operatively [11]. Phenomenon of mid flexion instability is
not uncommon [12]. Computer navigation has made it possible
to monitor the kinematics throughout the range of flexion [13].
The traditional sequential release and balancing methods were
designed when there was not much insight into middle range of
the flexion movement. Now with objective measurement devices
being available, we need to revisit the techniques.
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was their use of cadaveric knees without hips and ankle joints.
So the assessment of coronal plane alignment was not possible
[2]. Matseuda et al. [5] studied the relationship between the
individual steps in medial or lateral soft tissue release sequence
with changes in medial and lateral tibiofemoral gaps and changes
in coronal angulation caused by 10 Nm varus or valgus moments
force in extension and 90 degree flexion [5] .They found a
significant increase in coronal angulation after release of 8 cm of
anteromedial sleeve. A limitation of that study, like many others,
was that they conducted their measurements in extension and
90 degree flexion but middle part of flexion remained ignored
[5]. Their study differs significantly from ours as we found no
significant change in coronal angulation (FTMA) after release of
antero-medial sleeve up to 6cm.

Figure 3.5: Step 5 (MCL Release)-no stress applied.

Figure 3.7: Step 7 (PCL Released)-no stress applied.

Figure 3.6: Step 6 (PCL Medial half released)-no stress applied.

Figure 4: 10NM varus stress applied.

Numerous cadaveric studies comparing ligament balancing
techniques and medial soft tissue release sequence have been
conducted in literature. Mihalko et al. [2] conducted a cadaveric
study and compared two different ligament balancing technique
in knees for obtaining a balanced flexion and extension gap
[2]. They obtained the same findings for the release of PCL,
a similar result to Luring et al. [1]. One limitation of that study
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Figure 4.1: Step 1-Varus stress.

X Axis denotes the flexion position from hyperextension position
through 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90° and maximum flexion positions.

Y Axis denotes the deviation in degrees in FTMA with blue lines
depicting total change in FTMA from start position and purple
denoting increment over the last step of release.
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Figure 4.2: Step 2-Varus stress.

Figure 4.3: Step 3-Varus stress.

Figure 4.4: Step 4- Varus stress.
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Figure 4.5: Step 5-Varus stress

Figure 4.6: Step 6- Varus stress.

Figure 4.7: Step 7- Varus stress.
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Figure 5: 10NM valgus stress applied.

Figure 5.1: Step 1 (2cm Release)-Valgus stress.

X Axis denotes the flexion position from hyperextension position
through 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90° and maximum flexion positions.
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Figure 5.4: Step 4 (6cm release)-Valgus stress.

Y Axis denotes the deviation in degrees in FTMA with blue lines
depicting total change in FTMA from start position and purple
denoting increment over the last step of release.

Figure 5.5: Step 5(MCL Release)-Valgus stress.
Figure 5.2: Step 2 (Posteromedial release)-Valgus stress.

Figure 5.6: Step 6 (PCL Medial half release)-Valgus stress.
Figure 5.3: Step 3(4cm release)-Valgus stress.
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were designed when there was not much insight into middle
range of the flexion movement. Now with objective measurement
devices being available we need to revisit the techniques. Present
study shows that the initial steps of the traditional sequential
release make little difference to the knee alignment in initial
range of flexion even with applied valgus stress force and further
corroborates with the findings of previous studies [1,9,10]. Thus
the present sequence of medial release may not be correct and
should be further investigated to modify the sequence for soft
tissue balancing in TKR surgery for varus knees.

Acknowledgement

Figure 5.7: Step 7 (PCL release complete)-Valgus stress.

Luring et al. [1] also studied the effect of medial soft tissue
release on normal knees. They used a tensioner to measure
flexion and extension gaps with the surgeons producing a manual
tension which is subjective and may be inconsistent. We have
used a consistent 10NM force to apply stress in our study. Luring
et al. [1] obtained maximum increase in medial tibiofemoral gap
and leg axis at step 4 and further in their study, whereas we found
no major change in alignment till about 60 degrees of flexion with
valgus force applied till step 5 (release of deep MCL) of the release
was reached. Both Luring`s and present studies demonstrate that
first three steps of medial release have little if any effect on FTMA.
Luring et al. [1] started to see effect of their release in step 4 while
we found this to happen after step 5.
Schwarzkopf et al. [11] used navigation for dynamic evaluation
of knee alignment throughout the full range of motion [10]. They
studied 65 TKR using navigation and classified stress-strain curve
generated throughout range of motion-13% diagonal, 18.5%
C-shaped, 43.5% comma shaped, and 25% S-shaped. Patterns
were reproduced with cadaveric knees by recreating specific
contracture constellations. A tight posterior capsule gave an
S-shaped curve, a tight lateral collateral ligament gave a C-shaped
curve, tight medial collateral ligament gave a diagonal curve, and a
tight posterior lateral corner gave a comma-shaped curve. Release
of the specific contractures in cadaver knees resulted in correction
of all patterns of deformity as measured by CAS. They introduced
a classification system to match individual and combined soft
tissue pathological contractures to specific kinematic curves
obtained through routine knee CAS preparation [10]. Their study
may shed light on future soft tissue releases but does not define
the release sequence which should be followed. Deep et al. [7]
has given navigation based analysis and classification of knee
kinematics [8]. In their study on 283 TKR they found that the
majority of knees did not behave as true varus or valgus knees.
They classified the deformity into four groups depending upon the
behaviour of the knee in coronal plane as it moves from extension
to flexion [8]. They concluded that traditional release of medial or
lateral soft tissue structures without realising the true picture of
what happens when the knee is flexed may not be correct. Some
of the releases performed conventionally may not be required or
need to be modified depending upon the knee kinematics [8-10].
The traditional sequential release and balancing methods
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